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Children playing together on the playground, senior citizens gathering to do puzzles, volunteers showing up to the garden at the shelter . . . some of our greatest joys abruptly halted at the onset of COVID-19. Despite the disruption to our daily lives, the essential work of the Volunteers of America of Pennsylvania remained steady. Shutdowns and disease control affected every aspect of our work and made even the simplest tasks complicated. Walk-in admissions, open floor shelters, common area spaces for gathering, volunteerism, and group events were reworked in real time by staff who were themselves affected by school closures, family commitments, and illness. Yet, all of our essential services operated continually without shutting down even an hour. Thanks to our staff’s unwavering commitment to service, our resilience, and the support from our communities across the Commonwealth, we responded where the need was greatest. Though the public health emergency ended, we remain responsive and committed to equitably serving low-income communities, families, and individuals throughout Pennsylvania with our health, housing, and family services.

"WE SEEK TO SUPPORT THE MOST VULNERABLE COMMUNITIES BY PROVIDING EVIDENCED-BASED, TRAUMA-INFORMED, WHOLE-PERSON CARE."

Community. Thanks to our partners, staff, funders, clients, and neighbors, VOAPA was able to attain the resources necessary to manage safely during COVID, support our staff, and serve our clients without service disruption. High school students made 3-D printed face masks. Prisoners sewed masks. Health clinics dropped off disinfectant and administered vaccines. Foundations reached out to offer financial help. VOAPA was able to provide continual services to our Pennsylvania communities. Throughout the pandemic, we served thousands of individuals, and we provided services 365 days a year and, in some programs, 24 hours a day.
Service. VOAPA team’s dedication to showing up is rooted in our commitment to service. Our small team in Pittsburgh, when required to close during the early months of the pandemic, pivoted their services in order to stay open and be of service to their community. They installed a kitchen and began lunch and dinner provisions. They changed their after-school model to a day school model and hosted a virtual school, allowing children to “plugin” and access on-site tutoring support. Our Give Hope team answered the call by distributing PPE, food, and water to the homeless encampments daily. Our veterans’ team nearly doubled the number of clients served, pursuing a goal to eliminate veteran homelessness. Statewide, we are engaged in social determinants of health efforts, aimed at countering the long-term health impacts that are created just by being born into an inequitable zip code. Across PA, we started imbedding community health workers and long-term aftercare case management, committed to building healthier, more equitable options for our most marginalized neighbors. And, deeply affected by the effects of the pandemic on congregate living, our organization expanded in-home services for people with disabilities, growing its pre-pandemic clientele from eight people in one county to over 100 people in 16 counties, with the goal of allowing people the choice to stay in their home versus institutionalization thereby significantly increasing life expectancy.

Resilience. Though our losses and heartbreaks have been profound over the past three years, they have also propelled us forward with the clear vision of supporting our most vulnerable communities, families, and individuals during this time of suffering and healing. As essential workers, we ask ourselves each day, how can we do more to help? VOAPA’s mission and commitment to serve Pennsylvania communities led its growth and sustainability during the pandemic and now beyond. Over the past three years, we were able to grow our service types and deepen the ways in which we support Pennsylvanians, and we were able to expand the counties in which we serve, while also growing our budget by 108 percent, building a reserve, eliminating debt, and attaining financial stability.

Thank you for being a part of our community and for contributing to our ministry of service. May we continue to work together to heal and strengthen our communities,

Jolene Hicks
President
Volunteers of America of Pennsylvania
Volunteers of America of Pennsylvania’s (VOAPA) ministry of service is to empower vulnerable communities, families, and individuals through support and resources that lead to health and stability.

WHO WE ARE
Volunteers of America was founded in 1896 as a movement dedicated to “reaching and uplifting” the American people. In turn-of-the-century America, there was no shortage of work to do. The Volunteers moved into tenement districts to care for people in poverty. They organized day nurseries and summer camps, provided housing for single men and women, and established the nation's first system of halfway houses for released prisoners.

Dating as far back as the aftermath of the American Civil War, Volunteers of America has always been on the front lines empowering and advocating for veterans, at-risk youth, and families torn apart by the day-to-day struggle to obtain basic necessities and live a life with dignity. Today, Volunteers of America of Pennsylvania is a comprehensive human services organization with 180 mission-driven professionals dedicated to helping those in need reach their full potential. Also founded in 1896, VOAPA has programs in 4 regions across the Commonwealth.

ABOUT THE WORD VOLUNTEER
When Volunteers of America was founded in 1896, "volunteer" referred to anyone who served others as a vocation through a commitment to a mission. Today, we are still staffed by mission-driven professionals working to empower individuals and build thriving communities.
Community Health

Our approach to services is holistic and our program models are founded on the core values of person-centered, empowering, community-based, and responsive. We help individuals and families overcome personal challenges to lead productive, healthy lives and are dedicated to strengthening holistic health through initiatives focused on addressing social determinants of health. We have begun imbedding community-based health care solutions in existing services and regions and developed new services, where our communities need them the most. Our approaches to intervention, rehabilitation, and prevention work together to ensure that people in crisis don’t stay that way. Through targeted outreach, we provide connections to a network of partners to address health and social services needs together. During personal hardships and emergencies, we address immediate needs, offer long-term support when necessary, and educate with prevention outreach programs.

Youth and Family Services

We provide supportive services to expectant mothers and their families with multiple interventions from pregnancy through teenage years. We deliver high-quality, innovative services for disadvantaged and disconnected children and youth. Through our caring staff and dedicated volunteers, we ensure the social, emotional, and academic development of young children. We also empower older youth to be physically, emotionally and mentally healthy and ready to enter adulthood. Our programs provide a continuum of care and support for young people through prevention, early intervention, crisis intervention, and long-term services.

Housing and Homeless Services

As one of the nation’s largest nonprofit providers of quality, affordable housing for low-income households, we create and manage housing options for people along a continuum, including for people experiencing homeless, for families with children, the elderly, people with disabilities—including physical and mental—and veterans, and their families.

Supportive Services for Veteran Families

The Supportive Services for Veteran Families (SSVF) program is funded by the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs and provides low-income veteran families with services aimed at preventing homelessness and improving their stability. Services include case management, transportation assistance, housing counseling, budgeting, employment services, temporary financial assistance, and assistance with obtaining VA and other public benefits.

Independent Living

We provide consistent guidance with skill-building which helps adults with intellectual and developmental differences become independent at home, productive in their neighborhoods, and successful in their career paths. VOAPA works in concert with individuals and families to help people with disabilities lead the lives they envision for themselves.
The Directors are responsible for preparing the Annual Report and the financial statements in accordance with applicable Law of the Republic of Ireland, including the accounting standards issued by the Accounting Standards Board and published by The Institute of Chartered Accountants.

*2023 financials are unaudited*
In three years, VOAPA turned the corner from operating with a $500,000 structural deficit to attaining a $500,000 reserve in 2021-2022. Our cash flow sustains us, and we achieved a net positive cushion monthly. Additionally, the organization grew from a $4.6 million operating budget in FYE20 to a $9.6 million operating budget in FYE23. Our overhead/administrative percentage dropped from 18% in FYE18 to 13.3% in FYE23.

**FUNDING SOURCES**

VOAPA’s funding sources for FY23.

- **Individuals, 3%**
- **Foundations, 5%**
- **Corporations, 5%**

108% operating revenue growth in 3 years

*"WHAT THE VOAPA TEAM HAS ACHIEVED OVER THE PAST THREE YEARS IS TRULY REMARKABLE AND A TESTAMENT TO THEIR CREATIVITY, PERSEVERANCE, AND A COMMITMENT TO SERVE THEIR COMMUNITY."

- DANIEL L. LOMBARDO, VOAPA BOARD CHAIR
Through the help of our donors and partners, VOAPA supports thousands of clients annually through our human service programs.
13.3% of FY23 budget is allocated to administrative expenses.

$9,648,282

FY23 Annual Budget

Service Territories and Programming

Legend:
- Green: Housing & Homeless Services
- Orange: Maternal, Children & Family Services
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This report is dedicated to the memory of Brian Johns, the first homeless street outreach worker for VOAPA. Brian, who passed away in 2021, inspired our current outreach model Give Hope, which aims to find and offer support to individuals experiencing street homelessness. Brian is sorely missed by his family, friends, colleagues, and the community he served. In 2022, VOAPA began rehabilitation on a 5-unit affordable housing project for adults diagnosed with persistent mental illness that will include a day shelter space for men experiencing homelessness who have high medical needs. This building will be dedicated to Brian's memory. His spirit lives on in our work!

This report contains several photos of Brian working during COVID.